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HAPPY 10TH BIRTHDAY TO THE ORCHARD PROJECT
Throughout this year, 2019,
we celebrated 10 years of our
existence as a charity. In the last
decade, we have helped plant,
restore and maintain over 440 community orchards across the UK;
that amounts to over 8,400 fruit
trees planted or revived.
We’ve involved over 57,000
people in community orchards and
generated hundreds of tonnes of
free fruit for local communities,
completely pesticide free.
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We have a responsibility to ensure
There is so much evidence now about the benefits
that the orchard training sessions
of time spent in nature for well-being; we certainly
and events we create with community
find this through our work. There is something
groups are psychologically safe and
intrinsically ‘good’ about orchards
and they tend to help bring out
There is inclusive spaces. We focus our orchard
the best in people. This is a very
something work where there is the most need. Over
rewarding part of our work,
intrinsically three quarters of the orchards we plant
whether you are getting involved
‘good’ about are in parts of the UK which have the highest
indices of deprivation. We work with these
in a planting day, learning about
orchards
communities to improve the local environment
how fantastic orchards are for
and create bountiful orchards together.
biodiversity or taking part
It is life-affirming work.
in an anarchic wassail, you will come away feeling
better both emotionally and physically. 86% of our
Those involved get more opportunities
beneficiaries say being involved in orchards has
to meet their neighbours, contribute to
improved their well-being and 95% of our orchard
their local area in a tangible way, learn
volunteers said being in their orchard had helped
new skills, slow down and connect
them feel more connected to nature and green spaces.
with nature.
Orchards are very special in this respect, enabling
humans to connect with the natural world in a
As we look forward to the
visceral, tangible way by eating the fruit it provides.
next 10 years of The Orchard
Project, we wonder where our
As we write, the world faces a time of extraordiwork will take us next and how
nary crises; we are emerging from lockdown with
we can respond and help shape
insubstantial plans for a green recovery, ecosystem
the solutions to the huge issues
collapse is less than a decade away and we are still
that face our societies.
facing severe discrimination and entrenched
racism in our societies.
We have a bold vision that
every household in the UK’s towns
One of the cornerstones of The Orchard
and cities be within walking distance of a
Project’s mission is addressing inequality;
community orchard. Help us make this a reality!
within food systems, in access to quality
green spaces and in access to training
and employment opportunities. We work
primarily in cities - the most racially diverse
parts of the UK.
Kath Rosen

“

”

CEO - The Orchard Project
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FIVE
ACHIEVEMENTS
............................................................................
THEY’RE ANYTHING BUT PEAR-SHAPED
No.1

“

It’s
amazing
to see our
orchard
grow and
thrive.

”

Thanks to our team’s hard work,
there are now more thriving
orchards in towns and cities,
giving more people access to fresh,
community-grown fruit.

This year we created, restored and supported
141 community orchards in urban spaces across
the country through design workshops, planting
days, restoration workshops, training events and
onsite visits from our staff and orchard mentors
to give advice and support. This is creating a
skilled pool of orchardists to help look after the
trees and provide tonnes of locally produced,
free fruit.
the orchard I’ve gotten
“toThrough
know people, helped out the
community; it’s given me a sense of
purpose in my neighbourhood even
when everything else around me
is going to sh t.

*

I learnt a lot about orchards, fruit
“trees,
flora and fauna, as well as getting
to know people in my community.
”

People feel more connected
to nature through our work.

95% of people surveyed at our
events said that being in an orchard
helped them feel more connected to
nature and green spaces. This sense of
nature-connectedness is vital for us as
humans, both to improve our own well-being,
and to forge the sense of wonder and respect that
will encourage environmental protection.

”
Being involved with the
“cider
making was a fun

activity. I got to meet lots
of interesting people.
The amount of apples
that would otherwise
have been wasted was
mind blowing.

”

“

No.2
4

I feel calmer
and more grounded
in nature. It makes
a huge difference
to my mental
health issues.

”

We’ve built the orcharding skills of
more people in towns and cities.

Our urban orchards have
helped people improve
their wellbeing.

This year, our team delivered over 40 training
workshops to support 620 people in looking after
their orchards. As a result, 86% of volunteers told
us they felt more confident in managing their
orchard and 88% said they had increased
their skills in orchard maintenance.

“

Discussing how to
approach a pruning has
been a non-threatening
way for neighbours to
build relationships.

No.3

”

The park
“
doesn’t ‘do’ itself.
You need the community
to come together, to grow
together, to be happy and
proud of their trees.

We’ve built local pride

“

...very
often if
I was in
the orchard
on my own,
picking fruit
or doing a
bit of weeding,
or looking at the
birds, I would
strike up a
conversation
with someone I
didn’t know.

”

”

This year, the team organised 114 orchard
events which were attended by over 6,898
people. 80% of people said that being involved
in The Orchard Project’s activities had helped
them feel they were making a positive
difference to where they lived.

“

The orchard is
a peaceful place and
has fostered
community spirit.

“
No.4

”

The orchard
is a great
community
resource.

”

86% of our volunteers said
their emotional and physical
wellbeing had improved as a
result of being involved with
the orchard and 95% said
volunteering in their orchard
helped them feel more connected
to nature. 34% of participants in
our community orchards training
programmes said this had helped
them move into employment-related
skills and experience.

No.5

I’ve met many people who are now
“close,
long term friends.
”

At my
“
age keeping

active is
incredibly
important,
so having a
volunteering
experience
that enables
this is brilliant.
Emotionally,
you feel so
proud of
what you’ve
achieved.

”5

Orchards for
Wildlife

C.I.C.O.

Orchards are supremely good places to encourage wildlife
as they are full of ‘edges’, the intersection between
different habitats that attract a huge variety of species;
think of the mangroves but in fruit form!

pronouned “key-ko”

Our Certificate
in Community
Orcharding

This year we delivered our
‘A-Level’ in community
orchards for the 5th and 6th
time. This is the only the
only accredited course in
Community Orcharding in
the UK.
With a growing number of new
orchards and renewed interest in old
orchards, there is a need for people
with skills to create well-designed and
well-managed orchards as community spaces. The qualification helps
people develop the understanding
and knowledge to care for community
orchards and features modules on an
understanding of holistic community
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ABOVE: Education, Skills and Training Manager,
Jo Homan (right) teaching in London.

orchard management, practical skills,
biodiversity and an understanding
of the social dynamics in community
orchard project groups.
This year, the course was funded
by the European Social Fund Agency
and was free to economically inactive
and unemployed people. We had a
huge success rate with these courses,
with an amazing third of participants
progressing into work or further
training.
We are developing an ambitious,
blended online and in-person version
of the course to enable us to roll out
our training further and help overcome some of the restrictions of covid
lockdown.

This year, we launched a new project
creating four orchards especially
for wildlife in Greater Manchester
and Edinburgh. The work transformed these sites for wildlife and
inspired people to make biodiversity
improvements in their orchards. We
created dry stone walls and ponds
and delivered masterclasses with
field experts to learn how to protect
and encourage biodiversity.
One orchard in Saughton Park,
Edinburgh, now even has otters
living at the bottom of it! Thriving biodiversity is also incredibly
important to manage orchards
naturally without pesticides. For
example, we ran ladybird workshops about how to encourage more

ladybirds in orchards, one of the
best predators of the peskiest of
orchards pests, the dreaded aphid.
One of the other aspects of this
project was focusing on supporting
native bees and pollinators rather
than establishing bee hives at the
orchards. This is because research
by entomologists has shown that
native bees are more efficient pollinators than honeybees, which tend
to ‘overwork’ the blossoms. Native
bees are also less prone to diseases
such as colony collapse disorder.
Over this year, we worked directly
with 1.5K people to encourage new
wildlife to their orchards.

Our transformative
partnership
with Heineken UK

This year was our fifth year of the partnership,
the UK’s largest ever community orchard
programme. Over the length of the partnership,
we’ve scaled up our work to a national level
and forged greater community cohesion with a
particular focus on disadvantaged groups.

.

Community
Orchard
Creation:
We have created and restored
over 200 community orchards
across England and Scotland,
bringing thousands of people
vital access to greenspace,
local friendships, new skills,
fresh fruit and wellbeing
opportunities.

Empowering
Local
Communities:
We have engaged over
38,000 people in our growing
orchard movement through
outdoor events, skills training workshops and networking summits. We’ve passed on
our passion for orchards to
groups of volunteers, who are
now enthusiastically caring
for fruit trees across the
country. Our focus has been
on supporting low-income
and disadvantaged communities who have limited access
to greenspaces.

Environmental
and Social
Impact:
Our partnership has contributed to attaining eight of the
Global Goals for Sustainable
Development; by connecting people with a local food
source, community orchards
are helping to create sustainable cities and communities.

Pedal
Powered
Innovation:
The flexibility of the partnership has enabled us to take
a reflective and innovative
approach to working with
communities and orchards.
One of these projects was the
VeloJuicer - an off-grid, bicycle-powered apple scratter
and juicer.

Heineken
colleague
engagement:
We created tailored experiences for HUK staff, from
mucking in with apple pressing at our Community Cider
Hub, to long-term community-embedded volunteering in
orchards. We even brought
in celebrity, Peter Andre, to
accomplish a full ‘Orchard
Makeover’ in a day.
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From Barren Lands to Fruiting
Plans: the orchard that made a
big difference in Glasgow
“Five years ago, this was a derelict space,’’
says Graham, his enthusiasm bursting out as
vigorously as a young Bramley Apple shoot. He
is leading a tour of the orchard at Govanhill
Community Garden (GCG) as part of a local,
UNESCO-related event.

“

of the things that has given the volunteers great
satisfaction and Graham believes they’ll enjoy
watching it grow.
But the growth has been internal as well as
botanical for Graham. Before getting involved with
GCG, he went through a brief, difficult period in his
personal life. When a representative of Govanhill
Housing Association asked if he knew about the
Community Garden, it captured his interest;
Graham describes this exchange as, “close to
life-changing”.

In afew
Once a waste ground in 2014, now
Through volunteering at GCG he’s
begonias, nasturtiums and fruit
years they’ll
gained a lot of new friends and a real sense
tree foliage inject colour and calm come back and
of purpose. When The Orchard Project
say, ‘I planted
amidst the tarmac and traffic of these
were called in to help establish an orchard,
tenements. In 2016, Govanhill ranked that tree!’
Graham helped us turn the unappealing,
among the lowest in Scotland’s index
arduous task of shovelling donated soil into a
of multiple deprivation, but the community
fun experience dubbed, ‘The 10 Ton Challenge’,
orchard and garden - run entirely by volunteers and even lent his DJ skills to keep spirits
have contributed to improving the area and creating
high. Working with our Glasgow
a small oasis for everyone to enjoy. The organic
Project Manager, Fergus, he then
produce is shared among residents and donated to
promoted the planting day on
local food banks.
social media, and was delighted to
see at least 25 people turn up. “It
It takes belief in a place and its population to
was one of the most enjoyable days
change it for the better; local resident Graham Steel’s
of my life!” he smiles.
conviction has been pivotal in transforming this
space into the valuable community asset it is today.
As the orchard began to take
shape and grow, so did Graham’s
“It’s true that Govanhill has a bad reputation
sense of wellbeing. He describes
but many people don’t know there’s actually a lot
the garden as, “a living
of good stuff happening here, like the Community
de-stresser; a retreat
Garden,” he says. Getting local kids involved in
that’s filled a void”.
the early planting stages of the orchard is just one

”

“
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He is now Secretary & Social Media Officer at GCG.
He enjoys being part of the team and his enthusiasm
brings others into the space. His hard work has even
earned him a nomination in the Glasgow Evening
Times’ Community Championship Awards this
year.
Graham is grateful for The Orchard
Project’s support and believes it
deepened his involvement and paved
his path towards feeling healthier:
“Fergus has passed on fantastic
knowledge. I wouldn’t have known
how to do things like tree grafting
and pruning, for example. We
have one of Scotland’s best tree
experts here to inspire us!”

...a living
de-stresser;
a retreat that’s
filled a void.

In 1998, Dawn’s son, Sam,
was killed in a sudden and tragic
incident. He was only six years
old. The family fell into shock,
but nonetheless they needed
a way to remember him and
honour his life.
Sam had enjoyed planting apple pips in the back
garden, so Dawn decided to plant an orchard in
his memory; a special space that would be much
more pleasant and personal than a cemetery.
Sam’s Orchard was planted at the school he used
to attend in Altrincham, South Manchester.

Sam’s Orchard houses 8 fruit trees, one each for
his brother and sister and six others to commemorate his age when he died. To give the trees the best
possible care, Dawn attended a pruning workshop
with The Orchard Project and so began her involvement with the Manchester orcharding community.
Volunteering at other orchards and local community garden projects helped Dawn immensely with
navigating grief. Contact with plants and nature,
companionship and the satisfaction of doing something worthwhile to improve public places all
contributed towards her healing journey.
“Initially when you’re suffering from a trauma or
a shock you just go inwards, you don’t really reach
out,” she explains. “When I saw people were doing
workshops, like The Orchard Project, I’d go along

“

I’d go along
and meet people who
were of a like-mind
and I’d find it very
therapeutic

”

and meet people who were of a like-mind, and I’d
find it very therapeutic to work with and alongside
them.”
Involvement with The Orchard Project kickstarted Dawn’s life-long passion for community
orchards. She learnt to graft at one of our workshops and now feels able to teach the skill to others:
“The Orchard Project massively helped me with my
confidence in orchards,” she says.
“When I’m in an orchard I feel quite relaxed; I
quite like the space and the fruit around me as well.
I love watching plants grow.”
Twenty years after Sam’s death, she has volunteered at more than ten orchards in the Manchester
area, created a second orchard at a local allotment
and also applied for council permission to plant
a further orchard on wasteland near to her home.
After the Manchester Arena bombing, when residents laid a carpet of flowers in a nearby square
to honour the dead, Dawn organised for some of
these to be planted permanently outside the city
art gallery. Her journey from adversity to local
orchard ‘angel’, is an inspiration for other local
community gardeners.
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We spent
94.7p
in every
pound on our
charitable
Work

Income 2019-20

Expenditure 2019-20

Corporate Partner
(Heineken UK)
£266,286
Grant
£ 408,174

Earned
£46,359

Donations
£67,561

TOTAL
£788,380

Events,
consultancy
and training
£124,348

Cost of
generating
funds
£35,018
Orchard
creation,
restorations
and harvesting
activities
£497,217

TOTAL £656,583
SURPLUS £131,797
Due to
accounting
treatment,
we are showing
a surplus this
year which will
be spent
next year.
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We would like to extend special
thanks to Heineken for their
five years of support.

2015 - 2020

With thanks
to every one of our
members, supporters
and partners who help
make our projects
a reality and
help us grow our
impacts.

Also a big thank you
to our key funders:
£20,000 AND ABOVE
David Cock Foundation
Dulverton Trust
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
Garfield Weston Foundation
Greater London Authority
●John Ellerman Foundation
●People’s Postcode Lottery:
Postcode Local Trust
Rank Foundation

£10,000 TO £19,999
Eco-Congregation Scotland
●Moondance Foundation
Paddington Development Trust
Swire Charitable Trust
The National Lottery:
Awards for All

£1,000 TO £9,999:
●Banister Charitable Trust
Chapman Charitable Trust
D’Oyly Carte Charitable Trust
Elizabeth Creak Charitable Trust
●MacRobert Trust
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR PATRON
a passionate apple grower,
“I’mAsproud
to be Patron of The Orchard
Project, - a national charity dedicated
to putting orchards back into the
heart of our urban communities.
With the pandemic highlighting
the fragility of global food supply
chains, The Orchard Project’s mission
to connect us to a vital, local food
source is even more important.

”

Alys Fowler

HELP US ACHIEVE MORE
Our impact is felt by people, communities, nature
and green spaces in towns and cities across the country.
Orchards are returning to urban areas, where most people now live.
Communities are gaining the traditional skills to care for them
and sustain their rich heritage for generations to come.
Create an orchard and you plant a legacy.
We welcome support from a wide range of individuals,
organisations and businesses. You can join us as a Member
on our website and we are also keen to build new partnerships.
Please get in touch to discuss the next steps.

www.theorchardproject.org.uk
The Orchard Project is the working name of The Orchard Project (Cause) Ltd, a registered charity (1139952)
and registered company (06902160), registered at The Archives, Unit 10, High Cross Centre, Fountayne Road, London N15 4BE
More information about our work is available on our website and our full annual accounts are filed annually and available on the Companies House web site.

